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THE, PERNICIOUS INFLUENCE' OF MATHEMATICS
ON SCIENCE
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Our announced. subject today is the role of inathEmetics in the :orrnuiati:;u
of physical thco;._=..s. I wish b wever to iitake a se ..'.f the llicen e pert it.e'd
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asi's
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at

pii losophica.l co
esses, i n two r egaids: in the first place. to c onfiii,
my self to the nega.;:vu
:ts of this o ie, leaving ;r to others to dw ell on
th e amazi re' triumphs of the mathematical meth.c;d; in the second plae:,
to com m ent not
on physical scie n ce but also o n social science, in wh ich
Ch E. characteristic itiadeouaeies which I wish to discuss are mo re readily
a ppare nt.
Computer programmers often make a certain remark about computing,
machines, which may perhaps be taken as a complaint: that computing maC i?inE,',s, '.,^tri
Fe'Lioct lacy cf uiscriminatljn, will no cI15' foolish ::inrg tht_''
are !old to rIo. 'l e '.-ea.son for this lies of course i n t- C. n arrom- fixation of the
computing machine `intelli gence' upon the basel y typographical deta.ls of
its own perceptions - its inability to be guided i>y any lace context. in :.
psychological d escription f t h e computer in telligence, three relate d adle::-.
i
t i v es pu.s ih
tlhemselves for yard: single-mindedness, li teral.-mindedi;ass, simplemi ndedness. R e cognizing this, w e should
the sa me ti me r eco gnize that
- min dedness, literal- mindedness, simple- m i ndedness also characthis s ingle
t erize s tl' coretice _ Ina.thematics, t h ough to a lesser extent.
It is a continual result of the fact that science tries to deal with -eality
that even the most precise sciences normally work with more or less illunderstood approximations toward which the scientist must I, ::in*..^in all
appropriate skepticism. Thus, for instance, it may core as a shock to the
matheinaticianto 'ear ii that the Schrodingerequation for the hyd'_oxenatom,
wl..cli he is able to Ave only after a considerable effort of functional analysis and special function theory, is not a. literally correct description c.f this
atom, but only an approximation to a somewhat more correct ea cation
taking account of spin, magnetic dipole, and relativistic effects; that this
corrected equation is itself only an ill-understood a.oproximatioi; to an infinite set of quantum field-theoretical equations; and finally that the quantum field theory, besides diverging, neglects a myriad of strange-particle
interactions \vnose strength and form are largely unknown. Tht^ physicist,
looking at the original. Sc irodinger equation, learns to sense in it the presence of many invisible terms, integral, integrodiifereotial, perhaps even
more complicated types of operators, in addition to the differential terms
visible, and this sense inspires an entirely appropriate disregard for the purely technical features of the equation which he sees. This very healthy selfskepticism is foreign to the mathematical approach.
Mathematics must deal with well-defined situations. Thus, in its relat io ns
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he mathematician replies: 'The question as put is not

l ei

with sc ienc e ma thematics depends o n an ini el ec tua foIt outsi deof mathen,atics for the c ruc!al spe cifica tion of the approx imatio n -w.v"ichmat hem atics
to take literally. G ive a mathematician a. situation whi ch is the leas t bit
ill-defined -- he
tirst of all make it well defined. Pe-.-laps appropriately,
hut perhaps also ina-u-Topriately. The hydrogen atom illustrates this process
are the eigenfunc tions of such-a nd-such a
iff re i tial operator? '

i?iCely. The physicist ash:-,s: ' ';That

t!l

ii

?f:. t (-,f Ined. F irst yo t: lust speci fy the linear space in w ic^h y ou wish, to opera7O. then the precise domain of the operator as a subspace. Carrying, all this
out In the simplest ,Av-,y, we find the following result ...' 'Whereupon the
plr sicist may answer, much to the mathematician's cha.`rin: `Incidentally, I
a.ni not so much interested in the operator you h ave just analyzed a in the
f:-,lio-.ting operator, which has four or five additional. small terms -- how
different is the analysis of this modified problem?' in the case just cited,
one may perhaps consider that nothing much is lost, nothing at any rate
but the vigor and wide sweep of the physicist's less formal attack. But, in
cases, the mathematician's habit of making definite his literal. -mindednes, may have more unfortunate consequences. The I. lathema.tic_i a n turns
the scientist's theoretical assumptions, i.e., convenient points of analytical
emphasis, into axioms, and then takes these axioms literally. This brings
with it the danger that he may also persuade the scientist to take these
axioms literally. The gi<estic;n, central to the scientific ins: estigation but intensely disturbing in the mathematical context - what happens i.•o all this
if the axioms are relaxed? - is thereby put into shadow.
In th is wa y, ina thematics has often succeeded in P r oving, fo r instance,
that the fundamental objects of the scientist's calculations do not exist. The
sorry history of the 6 -function should teach us the pitfalls of rigor, Used
repeatedly by Heaviside in the last century, used constantly and Lystemata
ica liy by physic ists since the 1920's, this function remained for :na
ticians a :Monstrosity and are amusing example of the physicists' r;aivcie i.nn;:
wa s realized. that the 6-function was not literally a function but a.
generalized function. It is not hard to surmise that t: hisllistory wdi he repeated for many of the notions of mathematical physics which are currently
regarded as mathematically questionable. The physicist rightly dreads precise argument, since an argument which is only convincing if precise loses
all its force if the assumptions upon which it is based are slighti.v changed,
while an argument which is convincing though imprecise may well be stable
under small perturbations of its underlying axioms.
The literal -mindedness of mathematics thus makes it essential, if mathematics is to be appropriately used in science, that the assumptions upon
..which. mathematics is to elaborate be correctly chosen from a larger point of
V iew, invisible to mathematics itself. The single-mindedness of mathematics
reinforces this conclusion. Mathematics is able to deal successf ,iliv only
with the simplest of situations, more precisely, Ittith a complex situation
only to the extent that rare good fortune makes this complex situation hinge
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upon a few dominant simple Factors. Beyond the well- traversed path, mathematics loses its
in P. j angle of unnamed special functions and i npenetrable combinatorial particularities. Thus, t -e mathematical technique can
only reach far if it starts from a point close to the simple essentials of a problem which has simple essentials. That form of wisdom which is the opposite
i f single-mindedness, the ability to keep many threads rn hand, to draw for
an argument from ina.ny disparate sourc(--s, is quite foreign to mathematics.
This inability accounts for !-much of the. difficulty which mathematics experiei.ces in attemptii)g to pcr etrate the social sciences. We may perhaps
attempt a mathematical economics - sf how difficult would be a mathematical history! Mathematics adjusts o'ly with reluctance to the external,
and vitally necessary, approximating of the scientists, and shudders each
time a. batc1L of small terms is cavalierly erased. Only with difficulty does
it find its way to the scientist's ready grasp of the relative importan;;e of
many factors. Quite typically, science leaps ahead and mathematics plods
behind.
Related to this deficiency of mathematics, and perhaps more prodn.ct;ve
of rueful conseanence, is the simple-mindedness of mathematics - its
willingness, like that of a computing machine, to elab' gate upon any idea,
however absurd.; to dress scientific brilliancies and scientific absurdities-s
alike iii the impressive uniform of formulae and theorems. Unfortunately
however, an absurdity is uniform is far more persuasive than an absurdity
unclad, The very fact that a theory appears in mathematical form, that., for
instance, a theory has provided the occasion for the application of a fixedpoint theorem, or of a result about difference equations, somehow makes- us
more ready to take it serious,,,. And the mathematical-intellectual effort of
applying the theorem fixes in us the particular point of view of the lhi !ory
with which we deal, making as blind to whatever appears neither as a dependent nor as an independent parameter in its mathematical formulation.
The result, perhaps most common in the social sciences, is bad theory -.with
a mathematical passport. The present point is best established by reference to
a few horrible examples. In so large and public a gathering, however, prudence dictates the avoidance of any possible faux pas. I confine myself, theredelightful
passage from Keynes' General Theorl;•, in
fore, to the citation of a del
igb
which the issues before us are discussed with a characteristic wisdom and
wit:
"It is the great fault of symbolic pseudom.athematical methods of formalizing a system of economic analysis ... that they expressly assume
strict independence between the factors involved and lose all their cogency
and authority ii this hypothesis is disallowed; whereas, in ordinary discourse, where we are not blindly manipulating but know all. the time what
we are doing and what the words mean, ' ve can keep `at the back of our beads'
the necessary reserves and qualifications and adjustments which we :.Bail
have to make later on, in a way in which we cannot ke_:p complicated partial differentials `at the back' of several pages of algebra which assume they
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all vanish. Too large a proportion of recent `mathematical' economics are
mere concoctions, as imprecise as the initial assumptions they rest on, which
allow the author to lose sight of the complexities and interdependencies of
the real world in a mare of pretentious a_nd unhelpful symbols."
The intellectual attractiveness of a mathematical argument, as well as
the considerable mental. labor involved in following it, makes mathematics a
,
powerful.tool of intellectual presti 1git<tion - a glittering decep; ion in wr^r.ica
some are entrapped, and ,ome, alas, ei:t.rappers. Thus, for instance, the clelicious ingencdty of the Birkhoff er;,odic theorem has created the general inipression that it must play a cen'ral role in the foundations o:' statistical
mechanics.' Let us examine this c__e carefully, and see. Mechanics tells. us
that the configuration of an isolated system is specified by choice of a poi?!:.`.
p in its phase surface, and that after t seconds a system initially in the configuration represented by P. moves into the configuration represented by
Map. The Birkhoff theorem tells us that if f is any numerical fuiicdon of the
configuration 75 (and if the mechanical system is metrically transitive), the
time average
T of( ,P)dt

tends (as T -* co) to a certain constant; at any rate for all initial c')nfigaration s ih not lying in a set e in the phase surface whose measure Z(e) is zero;
u here is the (natural) L ebe ue measure in the phase surface. Thus, the. fa
miliar argument continues, we should not expect to observe a co.ifigurahon
in which the long-time average of such a function / is not close to its equilibrium value. Here I may conveniently use a bit of mathematical prestidigitation of the very sort to which I object, thus paradoxically making an argument serve the pur.,ose of its own denunciation. Let v(e) denote the
probability of observing a configuration in the set e; the application of the
Birkhoff theorem just made is then justified only if ;s(e) = 0 implies that
r(e) = 0. If this is the case, known result of measure theory tells us That
v(e) is extremely small ,.vtlerever ,ta(e) is extremely small. Now the functions
t of principal interest in statistical mechanics are those which, like the
local pressure and density of a gas, come into equilibrium, i.e., those functions for which f (llt75) is constant for long periods of time and for almost
all initial configurations P. As is evident by direct computation in simple
cases, and as the Birkhoff theorem itself tells us in these cases in v,-hich it
is applicable, this means that f (p) is close to its equilibrium value except for
a set e of configurations of very small measure u. Thus, not the Birkhoff
theorem bat the simple and generally unstated hypothesis `u(e) = 0 implies v(e) = 0' necessary to make the Birkhoff. theorem relevant in any sense
at all tells us why we are apt to find /(7V) having its equilibriur?i value. The
'This dictum is promulgated, with a characteristically straight face, in DunfordSchwartz, Linear Operators, Vol. I, Chap. 7.
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Birkhoff theorem in fact does us the service of establishing its own inability
to be more than a questionably relevant superstructure upon this hypothesis.
The phenomenon to be observed here is that of an involved mathematical
argument hiding the fact that we understand only poorly what it is bated on.
This shows, in sophisticated form, the manner in which mathema iris, conour attentio.., ;:makes us blind to its own omissions - what, i have
already called the. sin:r'e- :mindedness of mathematics. Typically, matheinatic: ,mows better what to do than why to do it, tiro..;ability theory
is a lamr_ous example. A^ example which is perhaps of far greater sig ;iiicanoe
is the quantum theory. he mathematical structure of or>erarcors in "Hilbert
space and unitoiv trams:,essmations is clear enough, as are,, certain features of
the interpretation of this mathematics to give physical assertions, particularly assertions about general scattering experiments. But the larger question
here, a systeniatic elaboration of the world--picture which quantum i:heory
prove ide.;, is still unanswered. Philosophical questions of the deepest significance may well be involved. here also, the mathematical formalism may be
hiding as much as it reveals.

